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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report is prepared to outline the progress that is being made in the implementation of
Georgia’s capacity development program. Georgia’s Environmental Protection Division (EPD)
has an established program that provides a solid foundation for present and future activities to
help ensure all Georgians are provided safe and reliable drinking water on a continuous basis.
Overall, the quality of drinking water served to the citizens of Georgia is very good. Compliance
with the health-related drinking water standards remains high.
As of June 30, 2017, Georgia has 2352 active public water systems. Approximately 89% of the
estimated 10.3 million year-round citizens got their drinking water from one of the regulated
public water systems in the State. The rest obtained water from their privately owned water
sources, such as wells and springs located on their properties.
Approximately,74% of all public water systems in the State are privately owned and operated.
Federal, State, and local governments own the rest. Unfortunately, the smaller privately owned
and operated water supply systems do not have the resources available to the larger systems.
These systems face many challenges and often struggle to comply with the safe drinking water
rules and regulations. In Georgia, as well as other parts of the country, these small private
water systems continue to have greater frequency and occurrence of compliance violations. In
order to improve their status, continuous efforts are being made towards the education, training
and certification of the owners and operators of these smaller water systems (refer to Figure 1
below). The Georgia Rural Water Association, Georgia Association of Water Professionals, and
Georgia Environmental Finance Authority partner with EPD in this widespread effort and play
very significant roles. As a result of these efforts, improvements have been noted.
Figure 1. Cumulative number of operators trained by reporting year.
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The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) approved Georgia’s capacity development
strategy program on September 21, 2000. Since then, significant progress has been made
towards improving the technical, managerial, and financial (TMF) capacity of the public water
systems in Georgia. New systems are being designed and constructed to meet more stringent
standards for quality and reliability, and new owners are required to demonstrate adequate
managerial and financial capacity through submission of business plans prior to commencing
operation of a public water system.
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Georgia began utilizing USEPA’s Enforcement Tracking Tool (ETT) outputs to measure the
success of the capacity development program and identify systems that might lack TMF
capacity.
Please refer to Attachment A for a list of new community (C), non-transient non-community
(NTNC), and transient non-community (NC) water systems permitted during the period from
July 1, 2016 through June 30, 2017. Attachment A also indicates whether or not these
systems had an ETT score greater than or equal to 11 during the same period of time, an
indication of significant compliance problems.
According to the data, none of the thirty three (33) new community (C), non-transient noncommunity (NTNC) and transient non-community (NC) water systems permitted during the last
three years had an ETT score greater than or equal to 11. The data indicates that the capacity
development program is effective in assisting public water systems maintain compliance with
state and federal drinking water requirements.
Community, NTNC = Non-Transient Non-Community, NC = Transient Non-Community
Figure 2. Total Coliform Rule Compliance Data.
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Since 2000, there has been significant improvement in the overall microbial quality of the
drinking water being provided to the public. Available data indicate that the total number of
Total Coliform Rule (TCR) violations have decreased over time since 2004 (refer to Figure 2
above). Georgia EPD contributes this success to improved water system operation and
management as a result of increased efforts towards training water utility managers and
personnel in drinking water regulations and the associated monitoring and reporting
requirements.
`
Improving the TMF capacity of water systems is a gradual, long-term process. Over the next
several years, as a result of capacity development efforts, EPD expects this success to
continue. As detailed in the report, under the various capacity development strategy efforts, all
public water systems in Georgia are being offered or provided assistance to help them acquire
and maintain TMF capacity. The assistance includes, but is not limited to, technical engineering
review of all water system projects, direct on-site technical assistance, in depth sanitary surveys
and more frequent inspections, proactive compliance and enforcement initiatives, inexpensive
and convenient training opportunities, low interest financing to correct system deficiencies,
affordable monitoring and testing services, and other local government initiatives. Whenever
possible, deficient or poorly run public water systems are being encouraged, through various
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compliance and enforcement mechanisms, to consolidate or merge with nearby governmentally
owned and operated water systems or water authorities.
The Georgia Environmental Finance Authority is the primary State agency for assisting local
governments in financing the construction, extension, rehabilitation, repair and replacement of
environmental facilities, as well as other security improvements. Georgia utilizes a large portion
of the Drinking Water State Revolving Fund capitalization grant to provide low interest loans to
eligible public water systems needing infrastructure improvements to achieve or maintain
compliance with the Safe Drinking Water Act requirements or to protect public health. As of
June 30, 2017, more than $ 48.5 million in project assistance has been awarded for 30 water
system improvement projects.
While EPD has the lead role and regulatory authority for the capacity development program, this
agency cannot fully achieve the goals of the program without the active ongoing involvement of
our various stakeholder and partner organizations. These organizations, as mentioned
throughout the report, have played a major role in the capacity development program and
contributed immeasurably to the success that has been achieved so far. In the future, EPD will
continue to evaluate the success of the capacity development program, maximize the use of all
available resources to help the systems most in need, and maintain effective working
relationships with other State and local agencies and organizations
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INTRODUCTION
The 1996 Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) Amendments emphasized prevention and
assistance to resolve significant problems small public water systems were having providing
safe and reliable drinking water to their customers. The legislation included incentives, in the
form of Drinking Water State Revolving Fund (DWSRF) withholdings, for States to develop:
(1) A capacity development authority program to ensure that all new community water
systems (CWS) and non-transient non-community water systems (NTNCWS)
commencing operation after October 1, 1999, demonstrate adequate technical,
managerial, and financial (TMF) capacity to comply with all National Primary Drinking
Water Regulations (NPDWR) and
(2) A capacity development strategy to assist all existing public water systems in acquiring
and maintaining TMF capacity.
The Environmental Protection Division (EPD) has established a capacity development strategy
program for Georgia. USEPA approved Georgia’s program on September 21, 2000. Since
then, EPD has fully and successfully implemented the strategy, which provides targeted,
voluntary, and mandatory assistance to public water systems in need of acquiring and
maintaining adequate TMF capacity.
Since January 1, 1998 several new rules became effective relative to the permitting of new
privately owned public water systems. These include, but are not limited to, requirements for
the following: development of a “business plan”; performance bonds or letters of credit for
certain public water systems and as required by the EPD Director (replacing the prior trust
indenture requirements); development of a back-up water source; connection to an existing
local government owned system when feasible; adherence to provision of the Revised Total
Coliform Rule; and; concurrence from the nearest governmental entity for the development of
the privately owned CWS in that jurisdiction. The main objective of these requirements is to
assure that new CWS and NTNCWS have adequate TMF capacity to comply with all current
and future drinking water regulations and provide safe, reliable service to their customers.
The information provided in this report shows that a substantial amount of activity and workload
has been associated with both the capacity development authority program (new water
systems) and capacity development strategy program (existing water systems). Measurements
of success of the strategy and the improvement in the TMF capacity of public water systems
include, but are not limited to, the following: TCR compliance data, the number of business
plans developed by public water systems, the attendance at operator training sessions and
certification examinations, the number of “circuit-rider” type technical assistance visits, the
consolidation of private public water systems with local governmental entities, and etc. This
report clearly demonstrates that the Georgia EPD is making significant progress towards
improving the TMF capacity of public water systems throughout the State.
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THIS REPORT
The 2017 Capacity Development Annual Report follows the reporting criterion that has been
recommended by the USEPA. The report addresses both the “New Systems Program” and the
“Existing Systems Strategy” and covers a period of several years. Emphasis was placed on the
current three-year reporting period from July 1, 2016 to June 30, 2017; however, historical data
was included, where appropriate, to establish baselines from which to measure success of the
capacity development program and to highlight improvements to the technical, managerial, and
financial capacity of public water systems in the State.
This report shows that the State of Georgia continues to ensure that all new CWS and
NTNCWS demonstrate the technical, managerial, and financial capacity with respect to each
national primary drinking water regulation in effect, or likely to be in effect, prior to commencing
operation.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA), as amended in 1996, brings significant improvements to
the national drinking water program. Capacity development is an important component of the
Act's focus on preventing problems in drinking water. The capacity development provisions offer
a framework within which States and water systems work together to ensure that systems
acquire and maintain the TMF capacity needed to achieve the public health protection
objectives of the SDWA.
What is water system capacity? Water system capacity is the ability to plan for, achieve, and
maintain compliance with applicable drinking water standards. Capacity has three components:
technical, managerial, and financial. Adequate capability in all three areas is necessary for a
system to have "capacity."
What is water system capacity development? Capacity development is the process of water
systems acquiring and maintaining adequate technical, managerial, and financial capabilities to
enable them to consistently provide safe drinking water. The Safe Drinking Water Act's capacity
development provisions provide a framework for the States and the water systems to work
together to ensure that public water systems acquire and maintain the technical, managerial,
and financial capacity needed to meet the Act's public health protection objectives.
What is public water system (PWS)? A public water system is a "system for the provision to
the public of water for human consumption through pipes or other constructed conveyances, if
such system has at least fifteen service connections or regularly serves an average of at least
twenty-five individuals daily at least 60 days out of the year." In FY 2017, there were over 2,200
PWSs in Georgia that serve approximately 9.2 million people. This category includes CWSs,
NTNCWSs, and TNCWSs. Some of these PWSs are very small water systems.
What is a community water system (CWS)? A community water system is a "public water
system” which serves at least 15 service connections used by year-round residents or regularly
serves at least 25 year-round residents." In FY 2017, there were approximately 1700 CWSs in
Georgia that serve approximately 8.9 million people.
What is a non-transient non-community water system (NTNCWS)? A non-transient noncommunity water system is "a public water system that is not a community water system” and
that regularly serves at least 25 of the same persons over 6 months per year." NTNCWSs are
generally commercial or institutional establishments having their own water supply, which
serves 25 or more of the same people on a regular basis. Examples include schools, factories,
office and industrial parks, and major shopping centers. In FY 2017, there were over 170
NTNCWSs that serve a total population of over 67,000 people.
What is a transient, non-community water system (TNCWS)? A transient, non-community
water system is a "non-community water system” that does not regularly serve at least 25 of the
same persons over six months per year." TNCWSs are generally commercial or not-for-profit
establishments having their own water supply, which serves 25 or more people per day, but not
the same people on a regular basis. Examples include restaurants, roadside stops,
campgrounds, and hotels. In FY 2017, there were over 470 TNCWSs serving a total population
of over 125,000 people. Almost all of them are groundwater systems and most of them are
privately owned and operated.
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What is technical capacity? Technical capacity is the physical and operational ability of a
water system to meet Safe Drinking Water Act requirements. Technical capacity refers to the
physical infrastructure of the water system, including the adequacy of source water and the
adequacy of treatment, storage, and distribution infrastructure. It also refers to the ability of
system personnel to adequately operate and maintain the system and to otherwise implement
requisite technical knowledge.
What is managerial capacity? Managerial capacity is the ability of a water system to conduct
its affairs in a manner enabling the system to achieve and maintain compliance with Safe
Drinking Water Act requirements. Managerial capacity refers to the system's institutional and
administrative capabilities. Managerial capacity can be assessed through key issues and
questions, including:
What is financial capacity? Financial capacity is a water system's ability to acquire and
manage sufficient financial resources to allow the system to achieve and maintain compliance
with Safe Drinking Water Act requirements.
How are technical, managerial, and financial capacity related? Many aspects of water
system operations involve more than one kind of capacity. Infrastructure replacement or
improvement, for example, requires technical knowledge, management planning and oversight,
and financial resources. A deficiency in any one area could disrupt the entire effort.
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BACKGROUND
For the reporting period ending June 30, 2017, the State of Georgia had 2352 active public
water systems served a population over 9.2 million people. Based on the 2016 census figures,
this means 89% of the citizens got their drinking water from one of the regulated public water
systems in the State. The rest obtain water from their privately owned water sources.
Specifically, there were 104 water production systems that use surface water or Groundwater
Under the Direct Influence (GWUDI) of surface water as their sources of water supply. After
these systems treat the water, they distribute it directly to their own customers and also sell it to
an additional 131 other communities for distribution. The other 2,117 water systems mainly
used groundwater sources (wells and springs) as their water supplies.
Table 1. Community water systems in Georgia.
Number of
Systems
3
1467
9
98
123
1700

Source Type
Ground Water Under Influence
Ground Water
Purchased Ground Water
Surface Water
Purchased Surface Water
TOTAL

Cumulative
Population Served
97,129
1,679,531
3,602
5,498,246
1,716,057
8994566

Approximately 72% (1,700 out of the total 2,352 public water systems) provided water to
residential customers. These systems are referred to as CWSs and serve at least 15 service
connections used by year-round residents or regularly serve at least 25 year-round residents
daily at least 60 days out of the year. Approximately 13% (221 out of the total 1,700 CWSs)
were supplied by surface water sources and the remaining 87% (1,485) were served by
groundwater sources.
Table 2. Non-transient non-community water systems in Georgia.
Number of
Systems
168
1
5
174

Source Type
Ground Water
Surface Water
Purchased Surface Water
TOTAL

Cumulative
Population Served
63,887
426
2,761
67,074

In addition, there were 174 NTNCWSs that regularly serves at least 25 of the same persons
over 6 months per year. Examples of these systems are hospitals, day care centers, major
shopping centers, children’s homes, institutions, factories, office and industrial parks, and
schools. Furthermore, there were 478 TNCWSs that do not regularly serve at least 25 of the
same persons over six months per year, such as restaurants, highway rest areas,
campgrounds, roadside stops, and hotels. With the exception of 6 NTNCWS and 5 TNCWS
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that used surface water supplies, all of the NTNCWSs and the TNCWSs used primarily
groundwater sources for their drinking water needs.
Table 3. Transient non-community water systems in Georgia.
Number of
Systems
2
473
3
478

Source Type
Ground Water Under Influence
Ground Water
Purchased Surface Water
TOTAL

6

Cumulative
Population Served
175
124,523
868
125,566

CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
Georgia’s capacity development authority program to ensure that all new CWSs and NTNCWSs
demonstrate adequate TMF capacity for compliance with the NPDWRs began on October 1,
1999. There are two major control points included in the authority program. They are: (1)
technical review and approval of proposed public water systems prior to construction; and, (2)
issuance of a Permit to Operate a Public Water System. An important part of the capacity
development authority program is the requirement that the owner submit a multi-year “business
plan”, which adequately demonstrates the water system’s managerial and financial capacity to
comply with all drinking water regulations in effect, or likely to be in effect.
Since adoption in the 1970s, the Georgia Rules for Safe Drinking Water, Chapter 391-3-5, have
required privately owned CWSs to provide a mechanism to assure the continuity of service,
such as a third party trustee. In some cases, CWS owners have entered into trust agreements
with the local government in which the system is located. In other cases, the owners have used
non-government trustees. This requirement of trustee was amended and replaced with
requirements for performance bonds of letters of credit, as required by the EPD Director. The
Board of Natural Resources adopted the amended requirements via rulemaking on June 29,
2016
Since January 1, 1998 several new rules became effective relative to the permitting of new
privately owned public water systems. These include, but are not limited to, requirements for
the following: development of a “business plan”; performance bonds or letters of credit for
certain public water systems and as required by the EPD Director (replacing the prior trust
indenture requirements); development of a back-up water source; connection to an existing
local government owned system when feasible; adherence to provision of the Revised Total
Coliform Rule; and, concurrence from the nearest governmental entity for the development of
the privately owned CWS in that jurisdiction. The main objective of these requirements is to
assure that new CWS and NTNCWS have adequate TMF capacity to comply with all current
and future drinking water regulations and provide safe, reliable service to their customers.
CONTROL POINTS: As stated above, EPD has two control points in ensuring that new CWSs

and NTNCWSs demonstrate adequate TMF prior to commencing operation. The first control
point is the requirement for any person to obtain EPD’s approval before constructing a public
water system [Section 391-3-5-.04 (1) of the Rules for Safe Drinking Water]. EPD’s Drinking
Water Permitting & Engineering Program (DWPEP) is responsible for the review and approval
of proposed surface public water supply systems. This includes all required engineering
documentation such as engineering reports, plans and specifications, drinking water source
quantity and quality data, business plans, local government concurrence and all pertinent data
required for issuance of a permit to operate a public water system. The information that a
person must submit to EPD for review and approval and for issuance of a permit to operate is
discussed in EPD’s “Minimum Standards for Public Water Systems” (Minimum Standards). The
requirements also include submittal of a multi-year “business plan”.
Any person who desires to develop a public water system is required to first evaluate
connecting to an existing governmentally owned public water system if one is available within
one mile or less of the proposed system. If connection to a governmentally owned system is
demonstrated to not be available or feasible, then the requirements outlined in the Minimum
Standards must be satisfied. Failure to submit all of the required information for obtaining
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EPD’s approval to construct a public water system will result in EPD stopping its review and
returning the project to the owner unapproved. In order for the project to be reconsidered for
approval, the owner must resubmit the project with all required supporting information.
The second control point is the requirement for any person who owns or operates a public water
system or desires to commence operation of a public water system to obtain a permit from the
Director of EPD. The Drinking Water Permitting & Engineering Program will not prepare the
operating permit for issuance by the Director of EPD until the owner/operator has satisfied all
requirements outlined in the Rules and Minimum Standards necessary to demonstrate adequate
TMF capacity. Should an applicant for a permit refuse to provide the required documentation,
the Director will deny the Permit to Operate a Public Water System.
Under Georgia’s capacity development authority program, local governments have been
delegated with the responsibility of deciding how water and wastewater services will be provided
in each service area. Before any person may initiate construction of a new privately owned and
operated water system, that person must receive concurrence for the project from the local
government within its jurisdiction. In addition, the person must first evaluate connecting to an
existing governmentally owned public water system if one is available within one mile or less.
Next, plans and specifications, prepared by professional engineer licensed to practice in the
State of Georgia, must be submitted to EPD for review and approval. The design and
construction must conform to the minimum acceptable design criteria published in Georgia
EPD’s “Minimum Standards for Public Water Systems.”
An important part of the capacity development authority program is the requirement that the
owner submit a multi-year business plan to demonstrate adequate managerial and financial
capacity to comply with the existing and future National Primary Drinking Water Regulations.
This document should be submitted along with the plans and specifications. EPD has
successfully implemented this aspect of the new systems program as detailed by the following:
•

As of June 30, 2017, a total of 1030 business plans have been received from new and
existing public water systems.

•

During State FY 2017, 99 business plans were received from 23 new public water
systems, and 76 from existing public water systems.

•

As of June 30, 2017, 76 surface water or GWUDI systems have submitted detailed
Operation & Maintenance (O & M) Plans.
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Table 4 below displays information on business plans for the period from July 1, 2007 to June
30, 2017
Table 4 . Business plan data

New Water
Systems
Business
Plans
Submitted
Cumulative
Business
Plans

FY
2007

FY
2008

FY
2009

FY
2010

FY
2011

FY
2012

FY
2013

FY
2014

FY
2015

FY
2016

FY
2017

26

50

37

28

20

6

13

15

19

7

23

53

48

40

42

21

33

61

34

30

58

99

564

612

652

694

715

748

809

843

873

931

1030

Prior to issuance of a permit, the owner of a privately owned community water system must also
provide a business plan to assure the continuity of operation and maintenance of the water
system. All proposed public water systems must also demonstrate that a “certified operator” is
available to operate and maintain the water system. The Director will issue no permit until the
new water system owner/operator has satisfied all of the requirements in the Rules for Safe
Drinking Water and EPD’s “Minimum Standards for Public Water Systems.”
The State of Georgia’s legal authority to implement the new systems program has not changed
within this reporting period. Furthermore, there have not been any changes, revisions or
modifications to the State’s control points (review and approval of proposed public water
systems prior to construction and the issuance of a Permit to Operate a Public Water System).
No water systems that have adequately demonstrated technical, managerial and financial
capacity have been denied approval and an operating permit by EPD.
EPD’s decision to place engineering positions in the District Offices has enabled the technical
staff to visit and inspect the new water systems while they are under construction, prior to
permitting, or soon after commencing operation in an effort to minimize early violations and
other compliance problems. Currently, EPD has engineering positions in the Albany, Athens,
Augusta, Brunswick, Macon, and Cartersville Mountain District Offices. These engineers
continue to review plans and specifications, provide and offer technical assistance, perform
sanitary surveys, conduct inspections, and approve business plans and O & M Manuals, all in
an effort to help ensure smaller groundwater public water systems acquire and maintain
adequate technical, managerial and financial capacity.
During the reporting from Jul 1, 2016 to June 30, 2017, a total of 1,360 water system projects
for new and expanding public water systems were reviewed and approved under EPD’s
regulatory authority, which includes the delegation of authority program. The projects included,
but not limited to, review of engineering reports, plans and specifications related to the design
and construction of new water source facilities (intakes, wells, and purchased water
connections), water treatment plants (surface water and ground water facilities), finished water
storage tanks, pumping facilities, water plant sludge/waste handling and disposal facilities, and
water main additions and extensions to existing water distribution systems.
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EVALUATING PROGRAM SUCCESS: EPD uses compliance tracking as an indicator or
measure of success or achievement for the New Systems Program. Tracking of new water
systems is conducted in order to identify whether any patterns or problems exist in the first three
years of a new system's operation. If EPD sees certain persistent trends, then EPD will
reevaluate the current program or approach and make appropriate adjustments to the New
Systems Program.
Please refer to Attachment A for lists of new community, non-transient non-community, and
transient non-community water systems permitted during the period from July 1, 2016 through
June 30, 2017. Attachment A also indicates whether or not these systems had an ETT score
greater than or equal to 11 during the same period of time.
According to the state and federal compliance data, none of the 33 new community, transient
non-community, and non-transient non-community water systems permitted during the period
from July 1, 2016 to June 30, 2017 had an ETT score of greater than or equal to 11. The
Enforcement Targeting Tool keeps a running total of unaddressed violations of safe drinking
water regulations, based on the severity and length of time the violation was unaddressed.
Since none of the new systems had an ETT score greater than 11, the data suggests that the
capacity development program is having a positive effect.
In its capacity development program, Georgia utilizes compliance rates to establish a baseline
and measure improvement in the technical, managerial and financial capacity of water systems.
EPD has decided to track the total number of Total Coliform Rule (RTCR) violations and the
number of systems with these violations. RTCR violations are often a result of a failure to
monitor, report, collect, have the correct number of samples analyzed, or perform the required
repeat testing. These types of violations can be minimized through capacity development
efforts that improve operations and management, such as education, operator training, technical
assistance, and compliance and enforcement initiatives. By tracking violations of the RTCR
only, the compliance data will not be affected by new regulations and should be more indicative
of improvements made towards helping water systems comply with the National Primary
Drinking Water Regulations.
For the TCR, a Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) is exceeded if any of the following apply:
more than one sample tests positive for total coliform (for systems collecting less than 40
routine samples per month); more than 5% of the samples test positive for total coliform (for
systems collecting 40 or more routine samples per month); any repeat sample is positive for
fecal coliform or E. Coli; or a routine sample which is positive for fecal coliform or E. Coli is
followed by a positive total coliform sample. It is important to note that any system with a
positive for fecal coliform or E. Coli must notify EPD immediately and appropriate measures are
taken to protect public health, such as issuing Boil Water Advisories. The MCL violations,
although very serious, are generally brief in duration and quickly resolved by the public water
system and EPD.
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Table 5 below displays the compliance data for the RTCR and indicates that, in any given year,
an average of 479 water systems incurred an average of 758 RTCR violations during the period
from FY 1998 through FY 2017. The data is also shown graphically on the next page.
Table 5. Revised Total Coliform Rule violations by year.
Number of RTCR violations
Fiscal Year
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
Average

Total
1247
1461
2242
1775
839
803
651
637
657
542
520
503
545
517
438
451
434
309
321
269
758

MCL
228
151
197
155
135
135
98
99
129
92
83
79
82
58
53
82
66
62
62
4
102

Non-MCL
1019
1310
2045
1620
704
668
553
538
528
450
437
424
463
459
385
369
368
247
259
265
656

Number of Systems with
One or More RTCR Violations
Total
MCL
Non-MCL
753
160
593
858
111
747
968
117
851
913
121
792
722
108
514
610
112
498
476
80
396
390
83
334
448
102
371
381
72
326
376
68
327
363
59
333
392
76
327
367
50
338
298
48
262
301
71
263
310
62
260
224
55
182
229
53
190
203
4
200
479
81
405

The data show that significant achievement has been made in compliance with the Revised
Total Coliform Rule. Since 2000, the total number of systems with RTCR violations has
decreased from 2242 to 269, the lowest total to date. Likewise, the total number of violations
due to MCL exceedance has also decreased from 197 to 4 during the same time period. This
decrease can be attributed to the EPD’s continued efforts in the capacity development and
operator certification programs toward education and training.
During the most recent year from July 1, 2016 to June 30, 2017, the data in the above table
further indicates that 203 of the total 2,352 public water systems (8.6%) have one or more
RTCR violation(s). An average of 81 public water systems (3.4%) had a RTCR violation
resulting from an MCL exceedance. Most violations are non-MCL related violations.
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Figure 3. Revised Total Coliform Rule compliance data.
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EPD will continue to evaluate program success by comparing the Safe Drinking Water Act
compliance record of new public water systems with the compliance record of systems
constructed before the new regulatory requirements and procedures went into effect.
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CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
USEPA approved Georgia’s capacity development strategy program on September 21, 2000.
EPD has fully implemented the strategy, which provides targeted, voluntary, and mandatory
assistance to public water systems in need of acquiring and maintaining adequate technical,
managerial and financial capacity (TMF).
Under Georgia’s capacity development strategy, all public water systems in Georgia are being
offered or provided assistance to help them acquire and maintain TMF capacity. The assistance
includes, but is not limited to, technical engineering review of all water system projects, direct
on-site technical assistance, in depth sanitary surveys and inspections, proactive compliance
and enforcement initiatives, inexpensive and convenient training opportunities, low interest
financing alternatives to correct system deficiencies, affordable monitoring and testing services,
and other local government initiatives. EPD has fully implemented the strategy, which provides
targeted, voluntary, and mandatory assistance to public water systems. Targeted assistance is
directed at systems most in need of acquiring adequate TMF capacity. Systems are identified
and prioritized based upon the knowledge gained by EPD staff through compliance records,
sanitary surveys/inspections, complaints, and the potential impact of new regulations.
Targeted assistance is directed at systems most in need of acquiring TMF capacity. Systems
are identified and prioritized based upon the knowledge gained by EPD staff through
compliance records, sanitary surveys/inspections, complaints, and the potential impact of new
regulations. Examples of targeted assistance include, but are not limited to, on-site technical
assistance, guidance and support for new rules and regulations, compliance initiatives to reduce
the number of monitoring and reporting and violations, and formal enforcement actions aimed at
improving the TMF capacity of deficient or poorly run water systems. To date, the targeted
assistance has proven to be most challenging, due to the lack of a strong automated information
systems capability, coordination between EPD District Offices, programs and the other
organizations participating in the capacity development effort and the lack of a formal ranking
scheme for the identification and prioritization of systems most in need of assistance. EPD will
continue to work with the public water systems, stakeholders and other organizations to improve
in this area.
Voluntary assistance is available to all public water systems in Georgia to help them to acquire
and maintain TMF capacity. Public water systems that voluntarily choose to improve their TMF
capacity will be able to more consistently comply with all regulatory requirements. Although the
assistance is voluntary, compliance with the federal and State rules and regulations is
mandatory, and failure to comply may lead to enforcement action, including penalties.
Examples of this type of assistance include, but are not limited to, on-site technical assistance
by the Georgia Rural Water Association (GRWA) and the Peer Review Program, compliance
monitoring and testing at a reasonable cost through EPD’s drinking water fee system,
Consumer Confidence Report (CCR) assistance, and operator training conducted by the
Georgia Rural Water Association (GRWA) and the Georgia Water & Wastewater Institute
(GWWI).
Mandatory assistance is provided by EPD under the authority of the "Georgia Safe Drinking
Water Act of 1977" (GA SDWA) and the Rules promulgated thereunder. This type of assistance
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is provided as part of the normal duties of EPD regulatory staff. The assistance is provided to
existing systems on a scheduled or triggered basis or to existing systems undergoing changes
that may affect the TMF capacity of the system. For example, EPD conducts sanitary surveys
on a scheduled basis to identify and correct deficiencies that pose a potential threat to public
health or that may lead to future compliance problems. EPD also reviews plans and
specifications for systems experiencing growth/expansion in order to assure technical adequacy
of the additions, extension, or modifications. In addition, a new owner is required to submit a
business plan to adequately demonstrate managerial and financial capacity prior to transfer of
an existing operating permit.
Notices of Violations (NOVs) are a beneficial enforcement and compliance mechanism used by
EPD to assist public water systems in acquiring and maintaining adequate technical, managerial
and financial capacity. The NOVs provide the water system personnel with official, written
documentation of violations of the Safe Drinking Water Act and/or the Permit to Operate a
Public Water System and offer the system an opportunity to return to compliance (in order to
avoid further enforcement, including possible civil penalties).
In recent past, EPD has taken additional measures to reduce the number of monitoring and
reporting violations. To improve in this area, the Drinking Water Program began utilizing the
Safe Drinking Water Information System (SDWIS) to identify systems that fail to submit
quarterly microbiological samples or annual nitrate/nitrite samples before the end of the
monitoring period. Reminder notices are then sent to these water systems in advance of the
possible violations in order to allow them to perform the required testing and remain in
compliance. In addition, multiple violation reports, which list systems with a pattern of repetitive
violations, are sent to the EPD District Offices on a regular basis to help them identify systems
that may need additional attention. Finally, monitoring schedules are now available online via
the Drinking Water Watch website (http://gadrinkingwater.net) for water systems to review them.
All these additional efforts have contributed to the reduction in the number of federal monitoring
and reporting violations, and the number of systems exceeding a significant non-compliance
level (i.e., ETT score greater than 11).
EPD’s capacity development strategy is adaptable and will change with the priorities established
by EPD. In its efforts, EPD continues to utilize a large portion of the available Drinking Water
State Revolving Fund set-asides to fund activities necessary to assist public water systems in
acquiring and maintaining TMF capacities. The following sections highlight a few of the on-going
activities throughout the State of Georgia.
PLAN REVIEWS/APPROVALS & THE "MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR PUBLIC WATER SYSTEMS":

Georgia has had a plan review requirement for public water systems since the State legislature
enacted the Georgia Safe Drinking Water Act (GA SDWA). This requirement helps ensure that
new and existing public water systems have the technical capacity to provide safe drinking
water to their customers.
The Rules for Safe Drinking Water (Rules) promulgated under the GA SDWA established the
policies, procedures, requirements, and standards to implement the GA SDWA. The Rules
require that a person obtain EPD’s approval before erecting, constructing, or operating a public
water system or making substantial enlargements, extensions, additions, modifications,
renovations or repairs. Furthermore, the Rules specify the requirements for the preparation and
submission of engineering reports/plans and specifications for new or existing public water
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systems. A professional engineer, licensed to practice in the State of Georgia, must complete
the engineering report/plans and specifications.
In January 1998, EPD’s Minimum Standards for Public Water Systems” (Minimum Standards)
became effective and provided the minimum acceptable design criteria for public water systems
in Georgia. The Rules require that beginning January 1, 1998, all new public water systems and
additions or extensions to existing systems must be designed in accordance with the latest
edition of EPD’s Minimum Standards.
During the period from July 1, 2016 to June 30, 2017, a total of 1,360 water system projects for
new and expanding public water systems were reviewed and approved under EPD’s regulatory
authority, which includes the delegation of authority program. The projects included, but were
not limited to, the design and construction of new water source facilities (intakes, wells, and
purchased water connections), water treatment plants (surface water and ground water
facilities), finished water storage tanks, pumping facilities, water plant sludge/waste handling
and disposal facilities, and water main additions and extensions to existing water distribution
systems.
BUSINESS PLAN AND OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE PLAN: In May 2000, the Minimum
Standards were revised to include technical guidance for the development of a business plan
and Operations & Maintenance (O & M) Plan. EPD currently requires completion of a business
plan and O & M Plan for new systems (prior to issuance of Permit to Operate a Public Water
System) and for existing systems changing ownership. Systems constructing or expanding
surface water treatment plants are also required to submit O & M Plans prior to start-up and
permitting of the facilities. In a few instances, business plans and O & M Plans have been
required as part of formal enforcement actions in an effort to improve the managerial and
financial capacity of these water systems.
Subparagraph 391-3-5-.04(6)(c) of the Rules requires a new owner to submit a multi-year
“Business Plan”, which adequately demonstrates the water system’s managerial and financial
capacity to comply with all drinking water regulations in effect, or likely to be in effect. The
business plan must be prepared in accordance with the latest edition of the Division’s Minimum
Standards. The business plan is required be updated at intervals determined by the Director.
Paragraph 391-3-5-.17(8) of the Rules also state that a permit may be transferred due to a
change in ownership. The succeeding owner shall, upon the request of the Director, provide
such additional information as is necessary to enable the Director to transfer the permit
including, but not limited to, proof of ownership and a business plan.
As of June 30 2017, a total of 1030 business plans have been received from new and existing
public water systems. During the period from July 1, 2016 to June 30, 2017, a total of 99
business plans were received from new and existing public water systems. A business plan
may be submitted by the owner of an existing water system for three reasons: 1) the owner
recently acquired ownership of the water system and was required to submit the business plan,
as per Section 391-3-5-.17 of the Rules for Safe Drinking Water; 2) the owner acquired
ownership of another water system and submitted a business plan covering all systems under
his/her ownership; or 3) formal enforcement action required the owner to submit the business
plan.
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Under Georgia’s capacity development strategy, new and existing systems constructing or
expanding surface water or GWUDI treatment plants are required to develop and submit an O &
M Plan prior to start-up and permitting of the facilities. As of June 30, 2017, a total of 76 surface
water or GWUDI systems have submitted detailed O & M Plans.
.
Table 6. EPD Compliance Activities.

SANITARY SURVEYS AND INSPECTIONS:
EPD
regularly conducts scheduled sanitary surveys of all
public water systems in Georgia. The principal purpose
of the sanitary surveys is to identify and resolve problems
that may pose a threat to public health. EPD also uses
the sanitary surveys to identify improvements that need
to be made to improve the TMF capacity of the water
systems. The sanitary survey report provides official,
written documentation to the water system officials of the
improvements that need to be made to protect public
health and to improve the overall capacity of the water
system. The sanitary surveys address eight components
required by USEPA including the following: water source;
treatment; distribution system; finished water storage;
pumps, pump facilities and controls; monitoring and
reporting and data verification; system management and
operation; and operator compliance with State
requirements.
The sanitary survey system evaluation forms were
revised January 2001 to include areas for the DWP staff
to verify written procedures, policies, programs, and other
documentation that may affect the TMF capacity of these
systems. Such items include, but are not limited to,
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), Scheduled
Maintenance Plans (SMPs), O & M Plans, Emergency
Plans, Safety Programs, material and construction
standards, business plans, water system security plans,
organizational charts, plant schematics, distribution
maps, documentation of repairs and complaints,
unaccounted-for-water, monitoring plans, and field log
books.
EPD expects the number and frequency of visits to the
surface water systems to increase in the future.

Between July 1, 2006 to June 30, 2007
Sanitary Surveys performed: 673
On-site Inspections conducted: 499
Between July 1, 2007 to June 30, 2008
Sanitary Surveys performed: 787
On-site Inspections conducted: 677
Between July 1, 2008 to June 30, 2009
Sanitary Surveys performed: 757
On-site Inspections conducted: 1089
Between July 1, 2009 to June 30, 2010
Sanitary Surveys performed: 669
On-site Inspections conducted: 459
Between July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2011
Sanitary Surveys performed: 739
On-site Inspections conducted: 652
Between July 1, 2011 to June 30, 2012
Sanitary Surveys performed: 538
On-site Inspections conducted: 745
Between July 1, 2012 to June 30, 2013
Sanitary Surveys performed: 628
On-site Inspections conducted: 703
Between July 1, 2013 to June 30, 2014
Sanitary Surveys performed: 641
On-site Inspections conducted: 562
Between July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2015
Sanitary Surveys performed: 638
On-site Inspections conducted: 586
Between July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016
Sanitary Surveys performed: 662
On-site Inspections conducted: 552
Between July 1, 2016 to June 30, 2017
Sanitary Surveys performed: 770
On-site Inspections conducted: 439

EPD also performs inspections and provides on-site
technical assistance and training to water systems. Onsite technical assistance is very beneficial since most violations result from a failure of the
owner or operator to understand the operational treatment processes, complex monitoring
regulations and perform the required testing and reporting. EPD has always attempted to target
the water systems with poor track records and visit them more often than systems that do not
have any compliance problems. The on-site visits include, but are not limited to the following:
water treatment plant site visits; operator training; emergency assistance; laboratory
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inspections; unscheduled system inspections; on-site technical assistance; special sample
collection; complaint investigations; construction inspections; records review; source water
inspections; GPS data collection; cross-connection inspections or investigations; watershed
evaluations; and public hearings.
During the reporting period from July 1, 2016 to June30, 2017, the Drinking Water Program
conducted 38 sanitary surveys and 48 on-site inspections of water systems treating surface
water or GWUDI. During the same period, the EPD District Offices performed 732 sanitary
surveys and 391 on-site inspections of ground water systems.
GROUND WATER UNDER THE DIRECT INFLUENCE OF SURFACE WATER PROGRAM:
The determination of groundwater under the direct influence of surface water is based on
documentation of source construction characteristics, geology, topography, site-specific
measurements of biological water quality, and field evaluation.
Groundwater Under the Direct Influence of Surface Water is defined as any water beneath the
surface of the ground with: a significant occurrence of insects or other macro organisms, algae,
or large diameter pathogens such as Giardia lamblia; or significant and relatively rapid shifts in
water characteristics such as turbidity, temperature, conductivity or pH which closely correlate to
climatological or nearby surface water conditions.
In its determination, the Division decided that the focus for proof of GWUDI would be on the first
part of the definition (biological indicators) and uses the second part (physical parameters) for
additional evidence or as a priority red flag. If living surface water organisms are present in the
source, it is concluded that the groundwater is contaminated. A microscopic analysis that
concentrates on finding living biological surface water indicators is used for this determination.
Microscopic Particulate Analysis (MPA) is a technique used to examine groundwater for the
presence of biological surface water indicators. The indicators include plant debris (containing
chlorophyll), algae, protozoa, cyanobacteria, living diatoms, nematodes, rotifers, crustaceans,
insects, insect parts, spores, pollen, and human pathogens such as Amoeba, Giardia cysts, and
Cryptosporidium. A significant occurrence of indicators would mean that the groundwater
source is under the direct influence of surface water (GWUDI).
Several factors are considered for risk of GWUDI such as location, historical data,
microbiological quality, chemical quality, physical parameters, well/spring construction,
hydrogeology, geology, and aquifer type. The sources with the greatest risk are those in karst
areas (where water-soluble limestone is perforated by channels, caves, sinkholes, and
underground caverns), springs without filtration, and old wells with broken sanitary seals,
cracked concrete pads, faulty well casings, not grouted into the unweathered rock formation. In
Georgia, the northwest and portions of the southwest and south central contain areas of karst
topography.
The Division now requires water systems at risk of GWUDI to make arrangements with a private
contractor to complete the sampling. In cases where the water system has a contract with the
EPD Laboratory for water analysis, EPD performs the analysis of the MPA sample. Division
district office personnel work with affected water systems and provide technical assistance in
identifying and correcting the deficiencies contributing to the contamination of the sources.
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AREA WIDE OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM: EPD discontinued participation in USEPA’s multistate Area Wide Optimization Program (AWOP) in 2008. Due to budget constraints and lack of
resources, there are no plans to participate in this program in the near future.
GEORGIA RURAL WATER ASSOCIATION: During the reporting period from July 1, 2016
to June 30, 2016, EPD used 2% and 15% set aside funds to contract with GRWA for small
system technical assistance and operator training (refer to Attachment B).
GRWA made 3,260 system visits to provide on-site technical assistance to water system
owners and operators.
Under this contract, GRWA also visited 360 water systems for technical assistance and
collection of SOC samples.
Under the same contracts, GRWA also conducted a total of 12 small water system rules and
regulatory training workshops to train approximately 344 small water system personnel.
As part of their technical assistance, education and outreach efforts, GRWA also offers two
educational conferences in Helen and Jekyll Island each year. A total of 1,121 water and
wastewater personnel and laboratory analysts attended these important training events.
Finally, during the period from July 1, 2016 to June 30, 2017, GRWA provided a total of 314
Water Operator classes to a total of 2,984 individuals on the following topics: Class IV Operator
Training, Basic Water Training, Advanced Water Training, Backflow Training, Water Distribution
Training, Water Lab Training, Water Exam Review Training, Fluoride Training, Management
Training and Basic Mathematics used in water system operation.

GEORGIA ASSOCIATION OF WATER PROFESSIONALS: Georgia Association of Water
Professional’s (GAWP) Drinking Water System Capacity Development Support Program
continues to field technical support requests for expertise advice and training. During this
reporting period, GAWP sent out numerous communication pieces (i.e. Special Advisories,
Utility Notices, and Regulatory Updates) directly relevant to the regulated drinking water
systems of Georgia. GAWP has an extensive electronic database that is available to the
Georgia EPD for dissemination of critical information to Georgia’s drinking water systems.

GEORGIA WATER AND WASTEWATER INSTITUTE: The Georgia Water and Wastewater
Institute (GWWI) was incorporated in 1993 and today provides the majority of water and
wastewater training in the State of Georgia, operating with financial assistance provided through
contracts with EPD and modest tuition fees.
During the reporting period from July 1, 2016 to June 30, 2017, GWWI conducted a total of 163
courses related to water; wastewater and/or laboratory operations and successfully trained
2,403 operators (refer to Attachment B).
In the training sessions and workshops that were conducted at the annual, fall, and spring
conferences during the past FY 2017, GWWI’s Technical Assistance, Education and Outreach
efforts reached over 2,764 water and wastewater treatment plant operators, maintenance
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personnel, laboratory analyst, design engineers, consultants, and other professionals concerned
about Georgia water and wastewater issues. Training topics included sessions on traditional
issues such as water and wastewater treatment plant operations, maintenance and design,
rules and regulations, laboratory operations, security and safety, as well as timely discussions
on policy issues such as drought contingency planning, wastewater re-use, and legislative
policy.

OPERATOR TRAINING: The State of Georgia obtained USEPA approval for its operator
certification program on May 1, 2001, in conformance with Section 1419 of the SDWA, as
amended. As part of this approval requirement, an annual report must be prepared in
accordance with requirements of the “Final Additions to the Final Guidelines for the Certification
and Recertification of the Operators of Community and Non-transient Non-community Public
Water Systems” (published in the Federal Register on April 18, 2001) and submitted to USEPA
to adequately demonstrate that the State of Georgia is implementing its operator certification
program. In addition, Section 1419(b) of the Federal Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) requires
EPA to withhold 20 percent of the funds that a State is otherwise entitled to receive under the
SDWA Section 1452 unless a State has adopted and is implementing a program that meets the
requirements of EPA’s operator certification guidelines.
In its capacity development strategy program, EPD has utilized many resources and placed a
very high priority on operator training and certification. EPD realizes that experienced, certified
operators have the knowledge and dedication needed to properly operate a water system.
GEORGIA’S OPERATOR CERTIFICATION PROGRAM:
The Georgia State Board of
Examiners for the Certification of Water and Wastewater Treatment Plant Operators and
Laboratory Analysts was created by legislation enacted in 1969 for the purpose of protecting the
public health, safety, and welfare by establishing minimum qualifications for persons who
operate public water supply treatment plants, water distribution systems, wastewater treatment
plants, wastewater collection systems, or who conduct certain tests of water or wastewater
samples in conjunction with the operation of public water system or wastewater treatment
plants.
The Certification Board is part of the Professional Licensing Boards Division of the Office of the
Secretary of State and is comprised of six members appointed by the governor. Five are active
in the profession and one is a member from the public at large. At least 2 of the 6 Board
members must be operators. All members are appointed for terms of four years. The Board
meets six times per year.
The Board certifies six categories of licenses for public water system operators and laboratory
analysts. Currently, there are 5,223 licensees who hold current certificates, the highest number
to date. Requirements for all categories include education, training, experience, and passage of
a validated certification examination. The table below displays the number of certified operators
by classification level for the reporting period 2004-2016. The data is also used to establish a
baseline for EPD to measure progress in operator training and certification.
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Table 8. Certified operators licensed in Georgia by year and classification level.
Operator
License
Class I
Class II
Class III
Class IV
Distribution
Laboratory

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
796 821
672 723
744 729 750 741 770
746
771 735 783
427 442
359 364
386 391 442 427 453
444
454 452 461
890 943
977 1,015 971 925 984 929 971
903
978 903 973
703 747
872 932
922 817 913 794 878
743
827 718 779
805 923 1,132 1,190 1,330 1,304 1,407 1,332 1,438 1,383 1,531 1596 1715
532 555
454 482
515 494 592 507 524
508
524 503 531

Total

4,139 4,439 4,670 4,546 5,011 4,702 5,003 4,676 4,992 4,694 5,058 4,944 5,223

Classification of Systems, Facilities and Operators: EPD classifies public water systems
(PWSs) in accordance with Section 10 of the Certification of Water and Wastewater Treatment
Plant Operators and Laboratory Analysts Act. Systems are classified on the basis of plant size
or population served, type of source water, and treatment complexity in accordance with Section
391-3-5-.39 of the Georgia Rules for Safe Drinking Water (refer to Attachment C). The system
classification determines the level of certification the operator in responsible charge (ORC) of
the system must possess. During this reporting period, there have been no changes made
regarding public water system classification for Community Water Systems (CWS) and Nontransient Non-community Water Systems (NTNCWS).
Enforcement: EPD is the primary agency in Georgia for enforcing compliance with Georgia’s
Operator Certification Program. When EPD determines a PWS has violated Georgia’s operator
certification requirements, EPD takes whatever action is deemed necessary to ensure the PWS
obtains or returns to compliance. In most cases, this starts as a written notice of violation to the
system owner with a time schedule to return to compliance. Failure to comply with the
established compliance schedule or repeating the same offense will result in the use of formal
enforcement to obtain compliance with the operator certification requirements.
Historically, EPD records of formal enforcement indicate that approximately 5% of all formal
Consent Orders were issued to water systems without a certified operator or ORC.
The Operator Certification Board and the Professional Licensing Boards Division of the Office of
the Secretary of State handle specific enforcement actions against certified operators. During
the reporting period, the Board investigated several individuals for violations of operator
certification and licensing requirements. A number of cases were referred to the Attorney
General’s Office to pursue revocation and/or suspension of the license issued to an individual
due to providing false information on the certificate application.
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OPERATOR EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT GRANT: The State of Georgia Environmental
Protection Division (EPD) submitted an application to the US EPA Region IV for grant funds
reserved under Section 1419(d) of the Federal Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) for the small
system operator training and certification reimbursement Program. Georgia’s initial allotment
under EPA’s proposed program was $2,015,584 with a potential total allotment of $3,613,200.
Under the original application, Georgia applied for and received notice of grant award on May 6,
2003 in the amount of $1,694,754 to be used to reimburse and/or otherwise defray the cost of
training, certification and re-certification for operators of CWS and NTNCWS serving 3,300
persons or fewer. Georgia applied for and received notice of amendment grant award on
September 7, 2004 in the amount of $1,758,144. Amendment #2 in the amount of $160,300
was awarded on September 19, 2005 bringing Georgia’s total award amount to $3,613,198
After receiving the initial grant award, implementation of the program by the State of Georgia
was delayed due to State budget issues that temporarily delayed the filling of the Grants
Assistant position for this project (this position was filled on March 1, 2005). Reimbursements
began on July 1, 2004, for those expenses for which qualified operators/systems were able to
produce appropriate receipts and/or backing documentation.
The current grant expired on June 30, 2011, and EPD moved the remaining funds into
Georgia’s Drinking Water State Revolving Fund program.
COMPLIANCE AND ENFORCEMENT MECHANISMS: EPD continues to utilize informal and
formal enforcement actions, such as written Notices of Violations, Consent Orders, and
Administrative Orders to obtain compliance with the federal and State drinking water
regulations. Enforcement is an important tool to deal with public water systems that lack
adequate capacity. EPD’s stringent enforcement program has been a significant factor in
encouraging private public water systems with limited capacity to physically merge or
consolidate with local governmentally owned water systems or water authorities.
The continued use of negotiated settlements in the form of Consent Orders seems to be the
most effective enforcement mechanism, rather than mandatory fines or civil penalties. Consent
Orders allow EPD the flexibility to set appropriate penalties based upon the level of deficiencies
and the negotiated plan to correct the violations in a timely manner. Refer to Figure 4 for the
number of enforcement orders issued for violations of the SDWA and/or the Permit to Operate a
Public Water System during the past fifteen years.
During the three-year reporting period from July 1, 2016 to June 30, 2017, a total of 21
enforcement orders were issued relating to SDWA or permit violations. Figure 4 below indicates
a downward trend and approximately 50% drop since 2014.
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# Enforcement Orders

Figure 4. Enforcement Orders for public water systems.

Fiscal Year

WATER SYSTEM CONSOLIDATIONS: Whenever possible, EPD encourages consolidation of
a water system with a nearby local governmentally owned water system or water authority. If
formal enforcement action is being taken on a private water system, EPD may offer lower
penalties if the water system agrees to connect to a local governmentally owned water system
or water authority within a reasonable period of time. These water systems have the best track
records for compliance and customer service, are generally larger systems, and have the TMF
resources to provide safe, reliable drinking water on a consistent basis.
As of June 30, 2017, a total of 419 privately owned and operated public water systems have
consolidated with a nearby governmentally owned public water system or water authorities.
Figure 5 displays the number of consolidations in Georgia since 1998. On average,
approximately 21 water systems per year are successfully consolidated with a local
governmentally owned public water system or water authority.

# Consolidations

Figure 5. Consolidations with governmentally owned water systems or water authorities.
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While the number of consolidations has dropped off since 2009, EPD expects the number of
consolidations to increase in the future as a result of increased financial and managerial
burdens associated with complying with the enacted Stage 2 Disinfection Byproducts Rule,
Radionuclide Rule, and Ground Water Rule.
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CROSS CONNECTION CONTROL: EPD requires that all backflow prevention assembly
testers hold a valid certification from a certification program recognized by EPD. GAWP has
worked under contract to assist EPD in establishing this Statewide Backflow-Prevention Tester
Certification Program. GAWP has been designated by EPD to administer the certification
program for the State of Georgia utilizing exams provided by the Association of Boards of
Certification. In addition, the American Backflow Prevention Association, the American Society
of Sanitary Engineering, and the University of Florida/TREEO Center have been approved as
official certification programs and are authorized to provide certification exams to GAWP to be
used in this process.
Nearly 2,359 backflow prevention professionals have been certified since the beginning of the
program.
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT: During FY 2016, EPD utilized the 10 percent set-aside for
activities associated with information management. This work has enabled EPD to improve the
accuracy of SDWIS data reported to USEPA. EPD recently upgraded to the new web-release
SDWIS/State version 3.3. One of the new features of SDWIS/State is the ability to view much of
the inventory, monitoring, sampling, and enforcement information for any water system online
through the Drinking Water Watch. Water system owners and operators, along with their
customers, can also view this useful information by going to http://gadrinkingwater.net. EPD
staff continues to work to utilize all aspects of SDWIS/State version 3.3 including sample
scheduling, automated compliance determinations, and enforcement actions. The main
upgrade of SDWIS/State version 3.3 is the Revised Total Coliform Rule (RTCR) which puts
Georgia in compliance with the conservation legislation.
EPD continues to support use of the web-based surface water treatment plant monthly
operating reporting (MOR) system. The data management system allows the surface water
systems to enter their own water quality and compliance data and submit the report to EPD by
the 10th day of the month. EPD is then able to review the official data submitted by the ORC
and determine compliance in a timely manner. A groundwater version of the web-based
monthly operating reporting system may be developed in the future to accommodate the new
Groundwater Rule (GWR) that went into effect in December 2009, the recent water
conservation legislation in Georgia, and the Revised Total Coliform Rule (RTCR) which went
into effect in March 2016.
DRINKING WATER FEE FOR LABORATORY TESTING AND RELATED SERVICES: The
“Drinking Water Fee for Laboratory Testing and Related Services” program, established by
EPD, makes compliance monitoring and laboratory testing available to all public water systems
at a reasonable cost. Under an optional fee for service, EPD provides a water system with
laboratory and related services that are consistent with the owner’s need to comply with the
National Primary Drinking Water Regulations and related regulations. EPD specifically agrees
to provide the required laboratory analyses, sampling containers and instructions (as monitoring
is required), written reports on the results of the analysis of each sample, technical assistance
regarding corrosion control treatment, applicable monitoring waivers, and limited vulnerability
assessments. The “fee for service” is based on the total population served by the water system,
the population type (community or non-community), the type of source water, and the number of
entry points.
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After the 1986 amendments to the federal Safe Drinking Water Act, the EPD found it necessary
to implement the voluntary “Drinking Water Fee for Service Laboratory Testing Program” to
expand its existing laboratory services to cover new and increase monitoring for Lead and
Copper, Phase II and Phase V contaminants (synthetic organic chemicals, Inorganic chemicals,
volatile organic chemicals, PCBs, etc.). The Department of Natural Resources Board approved
the voluntary program in April 1992. In addition to the monitoring, the fee system also covers
related services such as information management, compliance reporting, vulnerability
assessment (asbestos, dioxin, cyanide), waiver program (monitoring reduction), training,
technical assistance, corrosion control, on-site investigation, public education and information,
enforcement, etc. With the implementation of the “Drinking Water Fee for Service Laboratory
Testing Program”, EPD maintained primacy for drinking water regulations while providing a
valuable service to the public water systems. Without the program, many small public water
systems would have difficulty complying with the NPDWR monitoring requirements due to the
cost of testing and the complexity of the monitoring schedules.
The voluntary “Drinking Water Fee for Laboratory Testing and Related Services" program has
been invaluable to the public water system owners and operators in Georgia. Its success can
be measured with the high percent of water systems participating in the program as well as the
amount of savings realized by the water systems since its inception in 1992.
The EPD will continue to provide this cost effective laboratory service in order to help public
water systems acquire and maintain financial and technical capacity to comply with current and
future drinking water regulations. All regulated chemical, physical, and radiological tests are
being performed under the drinking water fee system, including the total trihalomethane and
haloacetic acid tests required for the Initial Distribution System Evaluations under the Stage 2
Disinfectants and Disinfection Byproducts Rule and the source water monitoring for
Cryptosporidium and E. Coli under the Long Term 2 Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule.
Several years ago, EPD found it necessary to implement a separate fee for Coliform testing for
the microbiological laboratory services provided by EPD Laboratory. This fee covers analytical
services associated with the Total Coliform Rule, and the costs are based on the number of
routine samples a public water system is required to collect each month or quarter. The service
includes analyses for routine, repeat, additional routine, replacement, special, source approval
and triggered source water microbiological samples. The Coliform fee for service program”
offers high quality, efficient and cost-effective microbiological testing services to water systems
and helps EPD assure Georgia’s drinking water supply is among the safest in the nation.
Currently, approximately 97% of the public water systems in Georgia participate in one of the
two optional drinking water fee programs.
SOURCE WATER ASSESSMENT AND DELINEATION: USEPA approved Georgia’s Source
Water Assessment and Protection Implementation Plan on May 1, 2000. Georgia’s deadline for
completion of surface water source water assessment plans (SWAPs) was November 1, 2003.
Georgia’s deadline for completion of groundwater SWAPs was June 2005 for community
systems, December 2005 for non-transient non-community systems, and December 2006 for
transient non-community systems.
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Efforts to fund regional surface water system SWAP initiatives using DWSRF 15% set-asides
have been completed. Over $2.5 million of contracts were negotiated with various entities to
assist EPD with SWAP implementation. Ground water SWAPs are being completed utilizing inhouse staff.
Currently, EPD prepares initial SWAPs on all newly permitted privately owned groundwater
systems and updates existing groundwater system SWAPs on a 10-year cycle. For period from
July 1, 2016 through June 30, 2017, approximately 146 SWAPs were initially prepared or
updated for privately owned ground water systems in Georgia. Of those, 82 were for community
groundwater systems, 51 were for transient non-community groundwater systems, and 13 were
for non-transient non-community groundwater systems. EPD will continue to implement this
program to safeguard drinking water supplies in the State.
GEORGIA WARN PROGRAM: Following the impacts of Hurricane Katrina, it became apparent
that even with the extraordinary efforts of utilities, water associations, and state regulatory
agencies, the demand for resources and knowing where those resources were available
overwhelmed the ability to effectively coordinate an initial response to the disaster. Realizing
that utilities needed a different approach, leaders in the water community and state agencies
have joined together to create the Georgia Water/Wastewater Agency Response Network or
GAWARN.
The State of Georgia initiated the formation of the GAWARN (Water/Wastewater Agencies
Response Network) in August 2006. The mission of the program is to support and promote
statewide emergency preparedness, disaster response, and mutual assistance for public and
private water and wastewater utilities for natural and man-made events. It is a network of utilities
helping utilities to prepare for emergencies and to organize response according to established
requirements. This program is consistent with other statewide mutual aid and assistance
programs and the National Incident Management System (NIMS).
GAWARN’s steering committee board members consist of staff or personnel from
Environmental Protection Division, public utilities, the Georgia Association of Water
Professionals, and the Georgia Rural Water Association. The board meets approximately every
sixty (60) days to discuss progress of the program. We already have several large and small
water systems that have signed the Mutual Aid Agreement and became a part of the GAWARN
network.
GAWARN has developed an interactive website program where utilities are able to request
help, respond to incidents and upload their resources into the program. The GAWARN website
has integrated the Resource Typing Manual, allowing each member to enter information specific
to their utility about their resources including pumps, generators and others. The website
makes it possible to request resources from neighboring utilities that have available resources.
The GAWARN program is a critical step in water incident and disaster preparedness. Other
benefits of the program that make it more appealing to water utilities include no cost to
participants, enhanced access to specialized resources, provides insurance for access to
resources during an emergency without pre contractual limitations or retainer fees, expedites
arrival of aid and the agreement contains indemnification and workers’ compensation provisions
to protect participating utilities, and provides for reimbursement of costs, as needed. The
program launched on March 29, 2007. The GAWARN Mutual Aid and Assistance agreement is
available to all public and private water and wastewater utilities in the state.
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The GAWARN had its first activation in response to the Iowa Flooding in mid-June of 2008. No
actual deployment was necessary; however it was an excellent preparatory and learning
opportunity to prove how important the GAWARN is to water and wastewater utilities. Since
then, the GAWARN program and EPD have been involved in numerous training and exercise
programs throughout Georgia to help better prepare our drinking and wastewater facilities to
respond to natural and man-made disasters. EPD and the GAWARN program have been active
participants and leaders in the Emergency Support Function 3 in responding to the 2009 severe
flooding event that impacted most of northwestern Georgia.
The GAWARN Program continues to grow in the State of Georgia. EPD continues to encourage
water and wastewater utilities to sign the mutual aid agreement. GAWARN representatives have
also participated in the Georgia Emergency Response Interdependencies Exercise for the
Water Sector on July 28th, 2016.
In addition, there have been numerous activations of the State Operations Center (SOC) over
the last year in response to Natural Disasters that have threatened to impact the water sector
such as Hurricane Matthew and the tornadoes that impacted South and Southwest Georgia and
part of the job duties under Emergency Support Function 3 (ESF3). In March of 2017, the State
of Georgia was the lead state and participated in a statewide exercise called the Vigilant Guard.
The main objective of the exercise was to highlight the capabilities of the National Guard and
better communication and knowledge of the various resources that we can utilize in emergency
situations if needed. The Water Sector held a Dam Breach tabletop exercise as well as a
Chlorine Gas Leak Full Scale Exercise as part of the Vigilant Guard and numerous water utility
representatives and GAWARN members attended the training.
CONSUMER CONFIDENCE REPORTS: EPD initially established a three-year contract with
GAWP, using Performance Partnership Grant (PPG) funds, to assist community water systems
in completing the consumer confidence report (CCR) requirements of the 1996 Federal SDWA
Amendments. As part of the contract, GAWP prepared and distributed the “Consumer
Confidence Report Guidance and Preparation Manual, May 1999”, to water systems affected by
the new rule, directly trained over 750 water system personnel in a formal classroom setting,
fielded over 1,400 technical support calls, presented material on the CCR program to Georgia
Municipal Association (GMA), the Association County Commissioners of Georgia (ACCG), the
Carl Vinson Institute of Government, Georgia’s Peer Review Program, numerous Rural
Development Centers (RDCs), nine GAWP conferences, and provided direct technical support
by various other means. Table 9 summarizes the existing compliance data for the CCR Rule.
Based on the compliance history, the CCR assistance was a success and reduced the rate of
non-compliance for a new, complex regulation that affected many small water systems in
Georgia. It should be noted that the initial compliance rates for the regulation were significantly
lower. For example, for the 2000 reporting year, the initial compliance rate for water systems
meeting the July 1 delivery deadline was less than 70% and for the 2003 reporting year, it was
less than 63%. In order to obtain better compliance, both formal and informal enforcement
actions were taken by EPD.
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As shown in the table, compliance with
the CCR Rule had been high until 2003.
Beginning in 2004, the compliance rate
began to decline. The compliance rates
increased noticeably from a low of 89.7%
in State FY 2005 to approximately 97%
in State FY 2016. The compliance rate
again decreases to 89% in State FY
2017..
In order to achieve a higher compliance
rate, EPD will issue violations and
Consent or Administrative Orders
accordingly. EPD will continuously send
out reminder letters as well as focus on
additional actions to achieve higher
compliance rates

Fiscal
Year
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017

Table 9. CCR compliance rates.
CCRs
CCRs
Compliance
Received Required
Rate (%)
1,591
1,597
99.6
1,622
1,628
99.6
1,569
1,584
99.1
1,586
1,595
99.4
1,594
1,607
99.2
1,574
1,637
96.1
1,481
1,651
89.7
1,601
1,646
97.3
1,613
1,659
97.2
1,665
1,683
98.9
1,640
1,694
96.8
1,696
1,747
97.1
1,746
1,689
96.7
1,748
1,771
98.7
1,734
1,765
98.2
1,735
1,762
98.5
1,739
1,785
97.4
1,694
1,739
97.4
1,565
1,754
89.2

DRINKING WATER STATE REVOLVING FUND: With the passage of the 1996 Amendments
to the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) (Pub. L. 104-182) the Administrator of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) was authorized to establish a Drinking Water State
Revolving Fund (DWSRF) loan program to assist States in financing local public water system
infrastructure needed to achieve or maintain compliance with SDWA requirements in order to
protect public health.
The Georgia General Assembly created the Georgia Environmental Finance Authority (GEFA)
in 1986 as the successor agency of the Georgia Development Authority Environmental Facilities
Program. GEFA is the primary State agency for assisting local governments in financing the
construction, extension, rehabilitation, repair and replacement and securitization of
environmental facilities necessary for public water purposes. Georgia utilizes a large portion of
the grant to provide low interest loans to eligible public water systems needing infrastructure
improvements to achieve or maintain compliance with the Safe Drinking Water Act requirements
or to protect public health. The areas of infrastructure improvement funded through the DWSRF
program include treatment, sources of public water supply, transmission (water mains and
pumping facilities), and storage. As of June 30, 2017, more than $ 48.5 million in project
assistance has been awarded for 30 water system improvement projects.
The primary goal of the DWSRF program is to better protect public health. To accomplish this
goal, the DWSRF program directs funds toward the most pressing compliance and public health
related needs. As of June 30 2017, $ 24.7 million of the total $ 48.5 million in loans (51%) has
been awarded to help compliant systems to maintain compliance with drinking water standards.
The remaining loan funds have been used to help utilities achieve compliance with drinking
water regulations. A secondary goal of the DWSRF program is to support the continuation of
assistance and prevention programs to ensure compliance with drinking water standards.
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Georgia EPD attempts to utilize 100% of the Public Water System Supervision set-aside from
each capitalization grant to accomplish this goal. As stated in the Intended Use Plan, Georgia
tries to maximize assistance to small or disadvantaged communities in Georgia serving less
than 10,000 people. Refer to Tables 10-1 and 10-2 for the annual number of assistance
agreements by population size.
Table 10-1. DWSRF Project Assistance Agreements.
Annual Number of Projects Receiving Assistance

DWSRF Assistance
by Population Size

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Less than 500

0

1

5

0

3

5

4

4

2

2

501 – 3,300

0

4

2

4

5

4

3

5

3

3

3,3001 – 10,000

0

3

3

0

0

3

1

2

1

2

10,001 – 100,000

0

1

0

2

1

0

5

0

3

4

100,001 and Above
Total Number
of Agreements

1

1

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

1

10

10

6

9

13

15

11

9

11

Table 10-2. DWSRF Project Assistance Agreements (continued).
Annual Number of Projects Receiving Assistance

DWSRF Assistance
by Population Size

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Less than 500

2

1

3

2

2

2

0

1

4

5

501 – 3,300

3

1

6

5

8

4

2

8

7

9

3,301 – 10,000

0

0

7

14

2

4

2

10

3

8

10,001 – 100,000

1

0

12

0

5

6

7

4

3

8

100,001 and Above
Total Number
of Agreements

0

2

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

4

28

22

17

16

11

23

17

30
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Figure 6 displays the total dollar amount of DWSRF project assistance provided to water
systems each year from FY 1998 through FY 2017 (in million $). In FY 2012, approximately
$14.5 million in DWSRF assistance was awarded for 17 projects. A total of 12 of these projects
benefited water systems serving less than 10,000 persons. In FY 2017, approximately $ 48.5
million in DWSRF assistance was awarded for 30 projects. A total of 22 of these projects
benefited water systems serving less than 10,000 persons.
Figure 6. DWSRF project financial assistance.
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Tables 11-1 and 11-2 display detailed statistics on DWSRF project assistance for the period
from FY 1998 through FY 2017 by project category.
Table 11-1. DWSRF project financial assistance by category.
Yearly Assistance in Millions (FY1998 – FY2007)
Category

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Treatment

0

7.5

0.54

0

0.106

2.7

18.3

14.2

1.95

11.75

Distribution

0

5.2

3.3

8.2

2.8

6.1

22.8

10.3

11.79

13.24

Source

5.16

1.8

1.11

0.93

0.73

1.4

1.06

1.6

1.41

0.396

Storage

0

0.4

1.7

0.92

2.4

4.8

5.0

2.6

2.32

0.57

Other

0

0.052

0.17

0

0.17

0

1.0

0.02

0

0

Cumulative Total Dollar Amount: $135,216,124 (through FY 2007)
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Table 11-2. DWSRF project financial assistance by category (continued).
Yearly Assistance in Millions (FY 2008 – FY2017)
Category

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Treatment

0.06

0

8.3

7.34

0

7.30

6.05

1.3

2.25

14.5

Distribution

8.53

6.1

41.3

21.38

12.18

21.47

17.22

24.4

14.8

26.4

Source

1.19

1.0

3.5

3.18

1.27

3.99

1.75

0.83

1.8

2.8

Storage

4.06

0.1

3.5

4.22

1.05

5.21

4.63

0

1.5

2.6

Other

0

0

0

0

0

0.06

0

1.8

1.5

1.9

Cumulative Total Dollar Amount: $ 474,962,108 (through FY 2017)

Throughout this reporting period, GEFA continued to concentrate on strengthening the
Authority’s internal processes in anticipation of the future maturity of the DWSRF program.
GEFA has also strived to meet the timely and expeditious use of projects funds to meet the
binding commitment and un-liquidated obligation requirements of the DWSRF Program.
STATEWIDE WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN: In order to ensure the availability of high quality
and reliable drinking water to the citizens of Georgia, EPD and Georgia’s 10 Regional Water
Planning Councils are required (by a 2008 joint House-Senate resolution that adopted a
Comprehensive Statewide Water Management Plan) to periodically review, revise and
implement 10 regional water plans (regional plans). An 11th regional plan is developed and
periodically updated by the Metropolitan North Georgia Water Planning District under a separate
statutory authority. These regional plans help Georgia manage its water supply in a sustainable
manner and protect public health and natural eco-systems. The regional plans help public water
systems address water supply and capacity development issues by providing guidance for a
sustainable, reliable and safe supply of water for all users in Georgia.
As required by the State Water Plan and in accordance with EPD guidance, regional plans are
developed by Regional Water Planning Councils and then critically reviewed by EPD before
adoption. The planning process includes forecasting water and wastewater demands (municipal,
industrial, agricultural and thermo-electric) through 2050 and comparing those demands against
assessments of resource capacity. EPD developed water availability and water quality resource
assessment to evaluate the capacity of water resources to meet demand for water supply and
wastewater assimilation. The resource assessments are modeling exercises that use several
conservative assumptions. The resource assessments identified potential gaps in the capacity of
water resources to meet water supply and wastewater demands, within thresholds EPD selected
to indicate potential local and regional impacts. The regional plans address potential gaps
through appropriate water management strategies to be implemented by water users (including
public water systems) in order to stay within sustainable capacities.
The initial set of regional water plans were adopted in November 2011. The regional plans are
subject to periodic review every five years, and the first effort of the Regional Water Planning
Councils to review and revise the regional plans began in 2016 and revised plans are scheduled
to be completed in June 2017. As provided in the State Water Plan, the regional plans are used
to guide decisions regarding state grants and loans to public water systems, including DWSRF
loans.
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CONCLUSION
This report has been prepared to outline the progress made in developing and implementing
Georgia’s capacity development authority and strategy programs. The efforts described above
are ongoing. EPD has established a program that provides a solid foundation for current and
future activities to help insure all Georgians are provided safe, reliable drinking water. To date,
significant progress has already been made towards improving the technical, managerial, and
financial capacity of the public water systems in Georgia. New systems are being designed and
constructed to meet more stringent standards for quality and reliability, and new water system
owners and operators are required to demonstrate adequate managerial and financial capacity
prior to commencing operation. At the same time, deficient or poorly run public water systems
are being encouraged, through various compliance and enforcement mechanisms, to consolidate
or merge with nearby governmentally owned and operated water utilities.
Under the various current capacity development strategy efforts, all public water systems in
Georgia are being offered or provided assistance to help them acquire and maintain technical,
managerial, and financial capacity. The assistance includes, but is not limited to, technical
engineering review of all water system projects, direct on-site technical assistance, in depth
sanitary surveys and more frequent inspections, proactive compliance and enforcement
initiatives, inexpensive and convenient training opportunities, low interest financing to correct
system deficiencies, affordable monitoring and testing services, and other local government
initiatives. EPD has fully implemented the strategy, which provides targeted, voluntary, and
mandatory assistance to public water systems. Targeted assistance is directed at systems most
in need of acquiring adequate technical, managerial and financial capacity. Systems are
identified and prioritized based upon the knowledge gained by EPD staff through compliance
records, sanitary surveys/inspections, complaints, and the potential impact of new regulations.
While EPD has the lead role and regulatory authority for the capacity development program, this
agency will not be able to fully achieve the goals of the program without the active ongoing
involvement of our various stakeholder and partner organizations. These organizations, as
mentioned throughout the report, have played a major role in the capacity development program
and contributed immeasurably to the success that has been achieved so far. In the future, EPD
will continue to evaluate the success of the capacity development program, maximize the use of
all available resources to help the systems most in need, and develop effective working
relationships with other State and local agencies and organizations to further achieve Georgia’s
long-term goals.
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ATTACHMENT A: List of New Public Water Systems (FY2015 - FY 2017)

PERMIT DATE

WSID

NAME

TYPE

8/13/2014
9/24/2014
10/15/2014
12/19/2014
12/3/2014
3/11/2015
3/18/2015
3/18/2015
3/31/2015
3/31/2015
5/4/2015
5/4/2015
5/4/2015
5/4/2015
7/1/2015
7/1/2015
7/15/2015
7/15/2015
7/15/2015
8/21/2015
3/18/2015
10/16/2015
10/30/2015
10/18/2015
11/18/2015
11/18/2015
12/30/2015
2/06/2016
3/21/2016
3/29/2016
4/15/2016
11/30/2016

GA0530013
GA3030043
GA1370068
GA1790170
GA3030044
GA1010007
GA 0330052
GA0330065
GA2910104
GA1110125
GA1790164
GA0209104
GA0330058
GA1790164
GA0330041
GA2890032
GA1230087
GA0370007
NG1230087
CG1370070
PG2730016
NG2910029
CG1730019
NG0330066
PG1630007
PG1630007
CG3050099
NG2990053
NG1450045
CG0290105
GA1230088
CG2790044

GOOD HOPE WATER SYSTEM
WARTHEN RV PARK
DEER TRAIL LAKES / HIGH MEADOWS SUBDIVISION
LIBERTY COUNTY WATER SYSTEM
BROKEN SHACKLE RANCH
COTTONWOOD CAMP
JHONS RV PARK
GREG’S RV PARK
SMOKEY MOUNTAINS ESTATES
FANNIN COUNTY USDA WATER SYSTEM
LYMAN HALL - HABERSHAM
BRYAN COUNTY - HENDERSON PARK
PLANT VOQTLE CAMPGROUND
LYMANN HALL- HABERSHAM
MADE IN THE SHADE CAMPGROUND
GENERAL TWIGGS DRIVE WATER SYSTEM
515 PROPERTIES LLC WATER SYSTEM
MORGAN STATE PRISON
515 Properties, LLC Water System
Soque Wilderness Subdivision
Little Angels Day Care Center
Trackrock Campground & Cabins Water
Boyette Farms Water System
Vogtle R.V. Park
Grange Road Water System
Old Panther Creek
Garfield Drive Mobile Home Park
Laura S. Walker State Park Cabin Area
Butts Mill Farm Water System
Oak Level Road
Ratcliffe Lakes Subdivision
Woodbridge Water System

NC
NC
C
NC
NC
NTNC
NC
NC
C
C
C
C
NC
C
NC
C
NTNC
C
NC
C
NTNC
NC
C
NC
NTNC
C
C
NC
NC
C
C
C

10/19/2016

PG0650016

Homerville Industrial Park Water System

NTNC

10/19/2016

CG1110087

Laurel Springs Subdivision

C

10/19/2016

CG1870047

Trahlyta Trace Subdivision

C

10/19/2016

CG0310295

High Cotton Subdivision

C

10/19/2016

PG1030159

Effingham County I-16 Industrial Park

NTNC

10/17/2016

CG1110069

Mount Pisgah Subdivision

C

7/20/2016

CG1870098

Hannah's Crossing

C

7/6/2016

CG1750126

St. Charles Subdivision

C

11/30/2016

CG2790044

Woodbridge Water System

C

10/20/2016

CG0310292

Johnson Run Phase III and IV

C
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ETT >
11?

VIOLATIONS

ERMIT DATE

WSID

NAME

TYPE

10/19/2016

CG1870047

Trahlyta Trace Subdivision

C

10/17/2016

CG1110069

Mount Pisgah Subdivision

C

12/20/2016

CG0310292

Beaver Run RV Park

C

8/15/2017

CG1830064

Way Station Subdivision

C

8/15/2017

NG0430032

Beaver Run RV Park

NC

8/15/2017

NG0310296

Dollar General #17862

NC

8/15/2017

CG1910116

Hammocks at Sapelo

C

5/25/2017

NG0910034

Dollar General #17744

NC

5/25/2017

NG1310059

Dollar General

NC

5/25/2017

CG1950068

Noah's Landing Subdivision

C

4/26/2017

NG0330067

Hawkins RV Park

NC

4/26/2017

NG0390068

Dollar General #17570

NC

4/10/2017

NG2990054

Dollar General #17552

NC

4/10/2017

NG0570076

Garland Mountain Sporting Clays

NC

2/28/2017

CP1110126

Fannin County GEFA Water System

C

2/28/2017

PG0690088

Premium Peanut Water System

NTNC

2/28/2017

NG3110113

Elohee Retreat Water System

NC

2/17/2017

CG1110089

Weaver Creek Mountain Subdivision

C

2/10/2017

CG2910097

Cheyenne Meadows

C

1/24/2017

CG1930025

C & A Mobile Home Park

C

1/5/2017

CG2810050

Hi-River Country Subdivision

C

1/5/2017

CG1850331

Nottinghill Subdivision

C

ETT >
11?

VIOLATIONS

Type: C = Community, NTNC = Non-Transient Non-Community, NC = Transient Non-Community
ETT = Enforcement Targeting Tool
The purpose of the enforcement-targeting tool is to prioritize public water systems for enforcement response. It assigns points for each unaddressed violation at a
Public Water System in the previous 5 years, which are added to create a total score for each PWS using the formula: Sum of (S1 + S2 + S3 +...) + n where "S" is
the severity factor for each unaddressed violation and "n" is a time factor applied to the water system. The S and n factors are described below:
S = violation severity, generally based on Public Notice Tiers
S Values
10
Acute violation, Tier 1. Nitrate MCLs, Acute MRDL, TCR Acute, Turbidity TT, SWTR TT.
5
Other health-based violation, Tier 2. TCR MR Repeats and Nitrate MRs
1
Monitoring/reporting violation, or any other violation, Tier 3 (such as PN, CCR, etc.)
n = maximum number of years since the system's oldest unaddressed violation
n Values
0 to 5
n = (current calendar year) minus (compliance period begin or end date)
CCR = Consumer Confidence Report (Rule)
MCL = Maximum Contaminant Level
MR (or M/R) = Monitoring / Reporting Violation
MRDL = Maximum Residual Disinfectant Level
PN = Public Notification (Rule)
PWS = Public Water System
SWTR = Surface Water Treatment Rule
TCR = Total Coliform Rule
TT = Treatment Technique
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Reporting Period of July 1, 2016 - June 30, 2017
1. DWSRF 15% Set-aside Funds: Class 4 Water Operator Training Update:
Relating to the Class IV Water Operator Training Program, GWWI completed the following during the 2017
fiscal period of July 1, 2016 - June 30, 2017:
• Offered 3 Class IV Water Training Course
• Successfully trained 24 operators
While attending these courses, the operators were informed on Georgia’s groundwater sources, including
types of aquifers and wells, groundwater protection, water treatment, and proper operation of a small water
plant under state and federal guidelines. Major topics include Groundwater Resources in Georgia, The
Safe Drinking Water Act, Monitoring Requirements, and Basic Mathematics.
Due to the economic climate, cut in travel and training budgets, GWWI has take extra measures in
attempts to attract class IV operators to the Class IV training course. We continue to look into ways to take
these training materials to the operators which are in need. GWWI is open to any suggestions of efforts to
attract Class IV operators.

2. DWSRF 10% Set-aside Funds: Water and Wastewater and Laboratory Analysts Training
Relating to the Water, Wastewater and Laboratory Analysts Training, GWWI completed the following
during the 2017 fiscal period of July 1, 2016 - June 30, 2017:
• Conducted 163 courses related to water, wastewater and/or laboratory operations.
• Successfully trained 2403 operators
GWWI is dedicated to education and dissemination of technical and scientific information. We welcome
any comments and/or questions related to our training. Please contact us at (770) 214-0153.
Thank you for your continued support of our efforts.
Sincerely,

John K. Cooper,
Director
Georgia Water & Wastewater Institute, Inc.
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November 15-16, 2016

Fall Conference & Expo

Dalton, GA

o (603 attendees) The Fall Conference is targeted towards the operations-level professionals
and includes sessions on traditional topics such as water and wastewater treatment plant
operations, maintenance and design, laboratory operations, and safety.
• March 21-22, 2017

Industrial Conference & Expo

Athens, GA

o (337 attendees) The Industrial Conference goes beyond just dealing with the water
environment, and includes sessions on all aspects of industrial pollution control and prevention.
This conference is targeted towards industrial environmental managers and operators, consulting
engineers, regulatory personnel, equipment manufacturers and their representatives, and others
concerned with industrial pollution control. Sessions addressed a broad array of topics, including
regional water quality issues, air quality, remediation technology, data management, corrective
action planning, wastewater evaluation technology, environmental management, siteassessment technology, environmental planning, Clean Water Act compliance, solid waste
management.
• April 11-12, 2017

Spring Conference & Expo

Jekyll Island

o (400 attendees)
The Spring Conference is targeted towards the operations-level
professionals and includes sessions on traditional topics such as water and wastewater
treatment plant operations, maintenance and design, laboratory operations, and safety.
During the Fiscal Year July 1, 2016 – June 30, 2017 period, GWWI’s Technical Assistance,
Education & Outreach efforts reached over 2764 water and wastewater treatment plant
operators, maintenance personnel, laboratory analyst, design engineers, consultants, and other
concerned about Georgia water and wastewater issues.
GWWI is dedicated to education and dissemination of technical and scientific information. We
welcome any comments and/or questions related to our training. Please contact us at
(770)2140153.
Thank you for your continued support of our efforts.
Sincerely,

John K. Cooper,
Director
Georgia Water & Wastewater Institute, Inc.
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GRWA Water System Technical Assistance:
Dates
7/1/16 to 6/30/17

On-site Technical Assistance (TA)
3,260 face to face TAs made to water systems

Technical Assistance Visits and SOC Sampling:
In addition to the number of public water systems visited for technical assistance: 360 WATER
SAMPLES were collected during subject period. SOC water samples.
SOC= Synthetic Organic Contaminants: To collect and deliver samples to the state lab for SOC
water testing to ensure water quality.
Capacity Development Training Activities:
Small Water System Rules & Regulatory Training
Regulatory Training Workshops July 1, 2016- June 30, 2017
Training Workshops: 12

Operators Trained: 344

Classroom Training for Water System Operators and Personnel
7/1/2016 thru 6/30/2017.
YEAR

No. of Classes

July 2016- June 2017
July 2016- June 2017

83
On Line Training
Course: 231

Total

314

No. of
Operators
1,846
Operator taking Online Training courses:
1,138

2,984
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Class Topic

Class IV Operator
Training; Basic Water
Training; Advanced Water
Training; Backflow
Training: Water
Distribution Training:
Water Lab Training;
Water Exam Review
Training; Fluoride
Training: Management
Training; Basic and
Applied Math; Pump;
Safety; Confined Space
Entry; O & M of Process
Analyzers.

ATTACHMENT C: Water System Operator Classification Rules

391-3-5-.39 Public Water System Classification. Amended.

In accordance
with Section 5 of the Certification of Water and Wastewater Treatment Plant Operators and
Laboratory Analysts Act (O.C.G.A. Section 43-51-1) the following classifications shall be
considered as minimum levels, and the Division may classify any system or plant at a higher level
if the complexity of the System or plant warrants such higher classification in the judgement of
the Division. Any system or plant not fitting any of the following standard descriptions shall be
classified individually according to the judgement of the Division. Where water is supplied to a
distribution system from two or more sources, the classification may be set by the Division.
(1) The following classifications shall be considered as minimum levels:
Public Water System Classification
for Community and Nontransient Noncommunity Systems
System Type

Class I

Class II

Class III

Class IV

Surface water with
conventional
treatment Plant

5.0 MGD
or greater

4.99 MGD
or less

Surface Water with
package or
nonconventional
treatment plant

1.0 MGD
or greater

0.99 MGD or
less

Surface Water with
approved high-rate
filtration

Greater than
3.0 gpm/sq.ft

Less than
3.0
Gpm/sq.ft

Groundwater under
the direct influence of
surface water

1.0 MGD
or greater

Greater than
0.1 to 0.99
MGD

0.1 MGD or
less

Groundwater

50,000
or Greater

10,000
Pop.
to 49,999

1,000
Pop.
to 9,999

Distribution Systems

Certification is required for the operator of public water
distribution systems.

25 to
999
Pop.

(2) All Transient Noncommunity water systems with groundwater sources must have at least a
Class 4 operator certification.
(3) Certification of Transient Noncommunity water systems with surface water will be
specified in their permit to operate a public water system.
(4) When the complexity of water treatment warrants it, a higher classification may be required
and specified in the permit to operate a public water system.
Authority O.C.G.A. Sec. 12-5-170 et seq. History. Original Rule was filed on July 5, 1977; effective July 26, 1977, as specified by Rule 391-3-5-.47.
Repealed: New Rule entitled "Public Water System Classification" adopted. F. May 12, 1989; eff. Jun. 1, 1989. . Amended: F. Sept. 26, 1997; eff. Oct.
16, 1997. Amended: F. Sept. 29, 2000; eff. Oct. 19, 2000.
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Published by the
Environmental Protection Division
Department of Natural Resources
State of Georgia
This publication was prepared with cooperation from the Georgia Environmental Facilities
Authority, Georgia Association of Water Professionals, Georgia Rural Water Association,
Georgia Water & Wastewater Institute, and State Board of Examiners for Water and
Wastewater Operators and Laboratory Analysts.
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